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During the COVID-19 pandemic, we have seen a rapid move from face-to-face learning 
and working, to digital and online. This has seen a reduction in costs for some, but has 
it also raised the question: will there be a reduction in effectiveness? When we go back 
to our new normal, how much face-to-face training will return, if at all?

Many of these questions were already 
being asked in 2019; the COVID-19 
pandemic has simply brought them to 
urgent the attention of the C-Suite as 
organisations were forced to prioritise. In 
addition to formal learning, the pandemic 
brought to the forefront informal  
learning and peer-to-peer support. 
As mentioned in the World Economic 
Forum website, “There’s no blueprint for 
what we’re facing, and business leaders 
around the world are changing strategies 
to keep up… People are learning how 
to do work disparately and with far less 
oversight: they are learning ‘on the job’ 
what works and what doesn’t work at 
home, and holding virtual meetings.”1

At Oracle, we have seen more demand 
than ever for our plug-and-play 
applications and digital technology 
supported by in-application training such 
as Oracle Guided Learning. How much 
traditional tutor-based learning will be 
required after employee’s experience this 
is, therefore, an open question. But either 
way, it has given us valuable learnings 
(and proven technology) to help inform a 
successful remote learning strategy. 

There’s no blueprint for what 
we’re facing, and business 
leaders around the world are 
changing strategies to keep up… 
People are learning how to do 
work disparately and with far 
less oversight.

1. 5 ways COVID-19 has changed workforce management
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Innovation 
and investments  
is needed
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Given the need to change and react to operating models, the market for this technology will only 
increase. The latest advice from Accenture is to keep innovating and investing: “Explore new 
operating models that unleash people’s ability to quickly adapt to change. Time and money in new 
alliances, learning and ecosystems will support a more adaptive and resilient workforce.”2 

Tailoring remote learning 
to workers in the context of 
helping them pursue career 
goals increasingly means 
using AI-enabled processes 
that notify them of relevant 
and available training.

Tailoring remote learning to workers in 
the context of helping them pursue career 
goals increasingly means using AI-enabled 
processes that notify them of relevant and 
available training. KPMG similarly advises 
that organisations should now decide, “which 
technologies you can use to immediately 
replace on-site tasks. Even consider re-
prioritising your automation investment 
roadmap… assess the need for remote 
mentoring and knowledge transfer programs 
to support the rapid reskilling of the workforce 
and to further develop capability in new or 
related competencies”.3 This should also  
come with guidance for managers to  
evaluate performance.

Not only should AI support career development 
goals in current roles, but also consider 
plugging the skills gaps in the organisation for 
future roles. For example, the promotion of  
new roles such as Data Scientists and  training 
to advance for those that want to make a  
career change.

2. Creating shared workforce resilience
3. The importance of Workforce Transformation in a COVID-19 world
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With five generations now in the workplace, 
from Boomers to Generation Z, employees can 
have multiple career paths. Oracle’s intelligent 
technology-enabled business processes 
can make recommendations to ensure that 
any remote training is most applicable to 
learning and career priorities. Key areas may 
include the push of goal and profile updates, 
recommendations of roles or people to connect 
within the organisation, recommended 
succession candidates.

4. Where Companies Go Wrong with Learning and Development

In his influential Harvard Business Review article, Steve Glaveski, CEO and co-founder of Collective 
Campus, advises that best practice for remote learning should include “personalised content… via a 
combination of instant messaging, voice messaging, and chatbots” and to “activate peer learning” 
and “micro-courses”. Peer learning wrote Glaveski, “could be as simple as establishing an online 
marketplace, or periodic peer learning workshops, to connect employees who are willing to teach 
specific skills.”4 I have even seen some organisation go as far as setting up a Learning Culture by 
having learning time as a job standard and annual goal – where employees are asked to complete so 
many hours of learning, tutoring or mentoring per quarter.

The benefits of providing best-
in-class talent management 
include the ability to engage, 
motivate, and develop 
workers by encouraging 
career aspirations with growth 
opportunities.

Oracle HCM Cloud Talent Management helps 
organisations gain valuable insights to their 
talent resources to match the right talent 
with the right opportunities. The benefits of 
providing best-in-class talent management 
include the ability to engage, motivate, and 
develop workers by encouraging career 
aspirations with growth opportunities.  
In well-managed, talent-centric remote 
environments, managers understand how to 
develop and coach employees to perform at 
higher levels with ongoing goal tracking and 
continuous feedback.

https://www.oracle.com/applications/human-capital-management/talent-management/?source=:ow:ms:mt:::RC_EMMK190910P00024:WM_blog_1&intcmp=:ow:ms:mt:::RC_EMMK190910P00024:WM_blog_1
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Managers need to be able to view the status 
of their remote team’s goals and performance 
evaluations, too. With organisations rapidly 
looking to their HCM technology to support 
various remote learning styles, we give 
managers the ability to monitor team activities 
and uncover skills gaps. All the while, Oracle 
continues investing in new HCM functionality. 
Our emerging technologies keep the user 
experience fresh, always committed to 
continuing delivering new and innovative ways 
to learn.

With organisations rapidly  
looking to their HCM technology 
to support various remote 
learning styles, we give managers 
the ability to monitor team 
activities and uncover skills gaps.

Personalised approach  
to learning
Engaging learning through volunteering or external opportunities can also provide a unique way to 
develop competencies. Workers can explore such opportunities via the Oracle HCM Talent Profile: 
our foundation offering for workers as they navigate their career development. The Opportunity 
Marketplace also delivers the capabilities for workers to experience and decide if their learning and 
development choices align well with their overall life objectives. Oracle’s digital assistant is also 
geared to a personalised approach, giving workers contextual assistance to help them complete their 
learning tasks step by step, even offering ideas on what to do after completing an activity. All our 
emerging technologies, including our digital assistant, are natively built-in Oracle HCM Cloud.

To discover how Oracle Cloud HCM can help, 
contact your Account Manager.

https://learn.oracle.com/ords/launchpad/learn?page=configuring-the-talent-profile&context=0:46932:46007
https://www.oracle.com/application-development/cloud-services/digital-assistant/?source=:ow:ms:mt:::RC_EMMK190910P00024:WM_blog_1&intcmp=:ow:ms:mt:::RC_EMMK190910P00024:WM_blog_1
https://www.oracle.com/applications/human-capital-management/?source=:ow:ms:mt:::RC_EMMK190910P00024:WM_blog_1&intcmp=:ow:ms:mt:::RC_EMMK190910P00024:WM_blog_1
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